Introduction
In the first part of this article (LINKS 1/ 2011) the approach to treating autism at the Spandan Holistic Multidisciplinary Institute and a study of the results was presented. In this second part of the article a case example will be given in detail (Fig. 1) .
Reduction of autistic features and rehabilitation into mainstream society of the child can be achieved through the classical homeopathic approach. We take into account sensory pattern, kinetic state, regressive state, features pertaining to affects and mood and qualified aspects to ascertain the totality of the cases. Autism is a multifactorial phenomenon, wherein psychological, psychodynamic factors, motherʼs state during pregnancy as well as suppression and vaccination can contribute to the emergence as well as maintenance of the disorder. Associated organic dimensions with autism, evolutionary study of the disease, developmental patterns and dispositional features will also contribute in perceiving the totality. 
Chief complaint
S appeared as a sweet child. He was quietly sitting in his chair, but had constant fidgeting of the lower limbs, marked restlessness, sometimes makes a humming sound; a lot of self talk ++. Kept on murmuring words which were not comprehensible.
Periodical smile and laughter on face, always remained in his own world, did not respond to anyone even after being called by his name several times. Nothing aroused him, whether his grandfatherʼs affectionate call or his motherʼs anxious words or the neighbourhood boyʼs loud calling. He remains in his own world. Constantly putting a Plastic Square on his cheek and spinning it to and fro with tireless monotony. Over the last few months he is rapidly deteriorating. His ATEC score was 63 in June which has gone up to 76 now.
Obstetric history
The child was born after eight years of marriage. This is a consanguineous marriage.
Mother was operated for a fibroid and ovarian cyst prior to conception.
S U M M A R Y
In this article a case is presented to illustrate the treatment of autism by a team of experts at the Spandan Holistic Multidisciplinary Institute, where up until November 2010, 123 autistic children were treated.
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Birth details

Life situation
This child was born after eight years of marriage and he is a precious child.
The Father runs a printing press. He is a very anxious person. He gets spells of anxiety and nervousness and is dependent on many tranquilizers as well as homoeopathic treatment. He had faced a lot of problems in adjusting with the family and he gets irritated very fast. He is very fond of his child and is quite attached to him. The Mother is very quiet and docile. She has adjusted very well with her husband and the family. Both the parents are very affectionate and loving towards their child.
The child has developed a good relationship with both his parents. But he recognizes other family people with great difficulty. He does not talk to strangers and in fact fears them. He is shy and does not interact easily with his peer group. His eye contact is very poor. He often returns home beaten by other friends. He is timid when scolded and his response is to keep quiet and cry.
He remains in his own world and plays with inanimate objects. He does not obey commands and his response to anyone calling his name is also delayed or absent. Occasionally he may laugh without reason.
He has fear of sudden and loud noises (3). He fears the noise of crackers, whistles of the pressure cooker, sound of the airplanes, etc. On hearing such sounds, he will run and cling to his parents. He has fear of moving objects. He has fear of jumping from heights, walking on stools and sliding down slides in the park. He will not stand on a stool because of the fear of falling down. He will cling to his mother while getting down staircases. He fears animals and persons who may harm him.
He is very restless and cannot sit at one place. He likes to go out and can be easily diverted. He likes to listen to music and watch TV. He imitates his father and grandfather. He does not like to be touched and dislikes wearing long sleeved shirts and trousers. He dislikes washing his face or hair and also dislikes brushing his teeth and having a haircut.
He expresses his needs by pointing or dragging the person towards them and at times throws tantrums when hungry.
Motherʼs state during pregnancy: Husbandʼs neurotic nature created lots of pressure on her. There used to be constant fighting among the in-laws. The family environment was very tense. Hence during pregnancy she was under constant stress. The house was also very small and she was not able to talk freely to her husband. She used to feel angry but never expressed it in front of MIL and had lot of agitation inside. She was very anxious about her husband. During pregnancy she had the fear that something would happen to the husband. She had dreams of an accident involving her husband; would get up frightened and feeling insecure. Conclusion: On VSMS, IQ is found to be 68 which falls in the range of (50 -70) indicating mild retardation in social functioning. His social age is 22 months which is below his chronological age.
A CARS score of 34 indicates a moderate degree of autism in child. Apart from the diagnostic symptoms, the child is very timid and comes home beaten by other children. He is very fearful but the fears are quite characteristic. There is a very specific fear of falling down and downward motion. This fear will not allow the child to enjoy playing on swings, slides, etc. in the park. He will not jump and needs assistance while going downstairs. Also his sensitivity to sound is very intense and he runs and clings to his parents. This response is to sudden sounds and not routine sounds. The sensitivity to touch however is found in many autistic children. He is also very restless and will not sit in one place.
TOTALITY of the Case for Reportorial Analysis
Fearsome: 
Conclusion:
In the standardized educational assessment test, Sʼs performance was found to be average. His test of achievement was found to be eight years eight months. S has shown progress in speech. He explains what he wants and asks meaningful questions. As can be seen in his scores in the above test, which have significantly reduced. He shows desire to interact with children of his age.
Recommendation:
Continue studies in regular school.
Excerpts from Fatherʼs video recorded interview-March 2005
"When he was 2½ years old, he was diagnosed as Autistic. He was hyperactive. He would not look nor respond when spoken to. I met Dr. Barvalia and spoke to him about this problem. He said that he would have to diagnose in the Foundation. A Psychologist diagnosed his problem as Pronounced Autistic.
In fifteen days of starting the medication his hyperactivity went down and he started reacting, addressing, reacting to certain commands/inputs. That was a very crucial time, a very happy moment as he was reacting now. Medicines were working on him. His eye contact also improved as the medication started. As far as we are concerned, Dr. Barvalia is God for us. He was able to diagnose him properly. In fact, Sʼs mother went to J. J. Hospital for IQ test, where he was found to be pronounced mentally retarded. That was the shocking moment at that time for me. Over a period of two years, he has improved like anything.
I canʼt say that he was the same child, as he was two years back. Earlier, a famous paediatrician of Jaslok Hospital, in the report said the child is Autistic. Then we went to same doctor in January, this year and she could not believe on her eyes nor her ears. She was absolutely stunned to see the improvement and remarked that S was the first child with so many changes, with so much improvement and I believe Dr. Praful Barvalia has had a very major part to play in this improvement which S has made.
We are thankful for the cooperation and the sensibility the Foundation has shown for S. Also S had many fears. He had fear of height and darkness. He was hypersensitive. All these things have reduced to almost NIL. Now he is not afraid of heights. Now, if he goes to the Park, he can play with all kinds of ladders and behaves as normal. In school, his teachers are telling that he is almost normal. He has almost lost his autism and here also, Dr. Vijaya has told same thing. We are quite happy about it.
Once upon a time, S used to speak one or two words and he used to show by gestures, whatever he wanted. Now, we are able to speak to him and understand everything. Case reviewed on 22nd February, 2010.
